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with each other, the operative schematic diagram is vital to
surgeons. However, how to generate such diagrams are hardly
referred to in published articles. As far as we are aware of many
operative schematic diagrams seem to be produced by profes-
sionals. In our opinion surgeons can in fact generate their own
diagrams using some simple methods. All that is required are
a pencil, a digital camera and image processing software such as
(Adobe Photoshop).
We recommend the following technique:
1. draw the outline of the operative schematic diagram with
a pencil and then outline depict again with a black pen,
then remove the trace of the pencil;
2. photograph with a digital camera in macro mode (Fig. 1);
3. choose a suitable size with ‘‘Crop Tool’’ of the image process-
ing software (such as Adobe PhotoShop) (Fig. 2);
4. erase the background with ‘‘Magic Eraser Tool’’ (Fig. 3);
5. after further reﬁning, the schematic diagram is completed
(Fig. 4).Fig. 1. Draw the outline of the manuscript.
Fig. 3. Erase the background with ‘‘Magic Eraser Tool’’.
Fig. 4. After ﬁnal reﬁning (the schematic diagram shows operation of cavernous body
of rabbit penis).
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Letter to the Editor / International Journal of Surgery 7 (2009) 171–172172We use this method frequently in our clinical practice. The
operative schematic diagrams are used for communication
between clinical departments, Power Point reports and data
treatment. We believe that this simple method is practical and
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